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Abstract. A massive effort is needed to build a parallel aligned corpus, so building a tool 

to for automatic alignment will be useful for natural language processing in general and 

information retrieval in particular. In our paper we present a new approach which mixed 

most of the known alignment techniques to achieve high precision and accuracy ratio 

without human intervention. A list of most English words was used as anchor list following 
the Pareto principle. 
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1. Introduction 

Parallel corpora are now one of the most important key resources for multilingual 

natural language processing including machine learning, information retrieval, 

and machine translation systems [2]. There are many large scale corpora available 

offline and online on the WEB. Our concern was to find and build a suitable 

framework for developing an alignment tool to build any parallel aligned corpus 

in general and building an Arabic-English parallel corpus in particular. The 

framework we created is using the available functions and procedures of the 

"Oracle Text" [1].  

Our algorithms were developed in order to be applied directly to any target corpus 

which will be located in database tables. It gives us the ability to manipulate, 

analyze and evaluate the results for more accuracy. In order to build such a tool 

we started by investigating the latest methodologies and approaches in the field of 

bi-text alignment technologies. In the next sections we will describe in further 

details each step for achieving our main purpose. We start by teaching our system 

with the most English used words, keeping in our mind the Pareto principle [14], 

also known as Pareto law's which says "For many events, roughly 80% of the 

effects come from 20% of the causes".  

Therefore, a list of 1000 common English words was translated to Arabic to be as 

an initial seed for our bilingual dictionary. This was very useful for developing 

our alignment tool so that we can align any parallel corpus in the next future. 
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These techniques can be used to align any other parallel corpus by creating a list 

of the most used words in both languages in order to facilitate the creating and 

building an alignment links for those desired parallel corpus. Building a parallel 

corpus at words’ level need a massive implementation efforts for achieving the 

desired results; starting by finding suitable well translated text files, segmentation, 

tokenization, stemming, sentences alignment, phrase alignment, words alignment, 

mapping between the two texts, and finally creating the parallel alignment corpus. In 

the next sections we will talk about parallel corpus in general. In the "OraLign" 

section we will describe the methodology we followed to align text.  

2. Related Work 

The main idea of a parallel corpus is a text in language "A" placed alongside with 

its translation in any other language "B", that means collecting and setup as much 

parallel text in one huge file known as parallel corpus [2]. This huge "parallel 

corpus" file must satisfy and be applicable in the linguistic domain research such 

as information retrieval, machine translation and many other applications in the 

field of natural language processing [6, 7]. The most important process in building 

a parallel corpus is the "alignment”, which is the mapping between the opposite 

text at many levels, paragraph, sentences and words level. There are many 

techniques for bilingual corpora alignment [6]. These methods can be categorized 

in three main categories: 

 Statistical approaches. 

In the statistical approaches there are two major applications that have been 

introduced. Both of them are length-based approaches, such as the length-based 

approach by Brown and Lai, which count the words in each sentence before 

building any alignment link [6]. The approach suggested by Gale and Church also 

depends on the count of characters in both opposite sentences before creating any 

alignment link [7, 8]. 

 Lexical approaches  

Most of the alignment techniques in this type of alignment depend on lexical 

sources such as bilingual dictionaries, grammar rule-based. 

 Hybrid approaches  

A combination of statistical and lexical approaches can be used to achieve 

bilingual corpus alignment  

3. OraLign 

Most of the alignment approaches have been applied to many bilingual corpora 

and they have been evaluated and have been successful in many applications. Our 
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main concern was to build an alignment tool "OraLign" for aligning Arabic-

English bi-text. With respect to Arabic language the length-based approaches is 

not the optimal choice due to: 

1- Arabic structure of text. 

2- Arabic characters type. 

3- Grammatical differences between Arabic and English. 

4- Arabic rhetoric and syntax. 

These differences lead some times to get one into many sentence alignment gaps, 

or to blank alignment problems. On the other hand, depending only on lexical 

approaches will not give us the expected results due to many difficulties such as 

finding a suitable bilingual dictionary. In order to create the OraLign tool we 

applied a new technique which mixed many of known alignment techniques with 

extra addition and more modifications. 

OraLign as it will be describes in the next sections will be a language-independent 

word alignment tool. OraLign will mainly depend on an initial bilingual 

dictionary as a lexical anchor and a new statistical approach called 3-dimension 

techniques. See Figure 1, which represents OraLign procedure and Figure 2, 

which shows OraLign three dimensions word alignment approach, where 

token_text is the word or token in the documents/sentence, token_first contains 

the ID number of the first document/sentence where that token occurs, while 

token_last is the ID number of the last document/sentence where that token 

appears, and finally the token_count will carry out how many times that token 

appears in all the documents/sentence of the corpus. 

 

 

Fig. 1. OraLign Main procedure description with an example. 

EN (1, 4, 3)    AR (1, 4, 3)      Strike           صدم  
EN (3, 3, 1)    AR (3, 3, 1)      Submarine    غواصة 
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Fig. 2. OraLign 3-dimension approach. 

4. Oracle text 

 
Fig. 3. OraLign implantation process. 
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Oracle was our first option as a basis for our framework; especially "Oracle Text" 

which offers a complete text search solution [1]. Another tools come also from 

Oracle: Developer 6i was used to create the GUI for OraLign tool, both of them 

running in the Windows OS environment. Our implementation can easily be 

applied in many different environments (MS Access, MYSQL). Figure 3 shows 

the implementation process and all the sub-processes, which will be describes in 

more details in the next sections. 

5. OraLign framework 

For the purpose of building our framework we decided to include lexical 

information as anchor points, which contain a list of the most common used words 

in English and then we translated these words to Arabic using a dictionary. This 

small dictionary will be the anchor list to establish our alignment algorithm "Initial 

dictionary". In the next sub-sections we will describe in more details OraLign. 

A. Loading documents 

Since Oracle supports the processing of any kind of documents (PDF, DOC, Text, 

etc.) with a massive support for most of different languages, the user needs to setup 

and configure the appropriate database tables to keep and save these documents. 

B. Lexer  

The main purpose for the lexer step is to split the documents into tokens according 

to the specified language of the document and the setting of the configuration 

parameters for that language; which include the declaration of the sentence 

borders (‘.’, ’?’, ’!’), whitespace (' ') as a separation character between document 

words, or any specific characteristics setting [1]. The output of this process is raw 

data of document tokens. Figure 4, shows a sample of document tokens after lexer 

processing. 

 

Fig.4. English document token list. 

C. Indexing 

There are many types of indexes that Oracle can support. For our purpose we 

implemented CONTEXT as an index option to maximize the ability of searching 

and locating any token no matter how large are the documents. Since the 

documents are stored in the database tables, it was very easy to select the most 

appropriate index option. Context indexing process creates several auxiliary tables 

[1]. One of these tables is what is known as the "I” or "Token List" table which 

contains all the document tokens as rows and it has many useful attributes. 

{ REPORT} , { USA } , { RESULT } , { STATEMENT } , { DAMAGE } , { INJURY } , 

{ OCCURRENCE } , { ESTABLISH } , { FIVE } , { WITHOUT } , { MAJOR } , { COLLIDE } 

, { GULF } , { PERISCOPE } , { SUBMARINE } , { FLEET } , { SHIP } , { IDENTITY } 
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The token list table "I" also contains information for linking the tokens to their 

document source. Context index supports most of known languages especially 

English language and it also supports Arabic with some attention and with 

suitable configurations. Figure 5, represents a sample of OraLign token list table 

and its main attributes which are: 

1- Token text. 

2- Token first: the ID number of the sentence /document in which the token 

appears for the first time. 

3- Token last: the ID number of the sentence/document in which the token 

appears for the last time. 

4- Token count: how many times that token appears in the document(s). 

 
Fig. 5. Modified token list with it is main attributes. 

D. Bilingual common words dictionary 

This dictionary contains 1000 of the most common used English words. It was 

collected and translated to Arabic in a direct way. We used this list to train our 

algorithm.  Figure 6, shows a sample list taken from the initial bilingual dictionary 

used in our framework. 

 

Fig.6. Sample of "1000" startup dictionary. 

In this step a reference table creates a mapping between tokens in the startup 

dictionary table and the token list table for each token that appears in both lists. In 

other words, if any of the documents tokens is found in the startup dictionary a 

reference link will be created and saved in a table. 

E. OraLign Statistical model 

Depending on the output of each process, a statistical model is initialized to 

analyze each token’s property and check if there is any ambiguity before building 

and creating a possible alignment link [11, 12].  
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Figure 7 shows a situation where two tokens have the same values for token first, 

token last and token count and it seems to be a possible alignment link that can be 

created between them. So, before building and creating this link, the statistical 

process will check all the tokens in both texts for any tokens which have the same 

attributes values. If the model finds any other tokens having the same attribute 

values then it will check the startup dictionary for the meaning of the tokens in 

both languages. If it exists, then it will check the dictionary values for both 

tokens. If it is the same then a link will be created, if no then the system will 

perform a second cycle after removing all the tokens that have been already 

linked. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. English document token list. 

F. Alignment Process 
 

After all the previous steps have taken place, the alignment process will start as 

shown in the alignment procedure. Figure 8, represents two parallel texts in 

English and Arabic has been loaded to OraLign tables. Figures 9 and 10 represent 

the tokens list for both documents after they have been loaded and indexed. 

Therefore, the alignment process which include several sub-steps, starts by 
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checking if there is any token in the startup dictionary, name entity, and any 

similar words exist in both documents/sentences [11]. In the next sections we will 

describe each sub-process in detail. 

 

Fig. 8. Two parallel texts in English and Arabic. 

        

 Fig. 9. English document token list. Fig. 10. Arabic document token list. 
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1- Start-up dictionary: 

Figure 11 shows the tokens that have been translated using the startup dictionary.  

For more accuracy the system must be sure that both sides of the dictionary tokens 

exist in the opposite document to avoid any miss-translation errors. In other 

words, if the English word is founded in the dictionary and the translated word 

does not exist in the Arabic document; it will be neglected. In our example 

OraLign found 12 tokens and they are ready to be linked to each other. 

 

Fig. 11. List of tokens founded in the dictionary. 

2- Named Entity Recognition 

In many cases the Arabic document contains named entities for persons and 

places [4]. When these names are translated from English to Arabic or vice versa, 

they will be written using the target language characters and depends on the 

source language pronunciation for that name; as an example, the country name 

"Romania" will be written in Arabic as “رومانياا” which is the same pronunciation 

as it is in English language. For that reason we create a special procedure to 

extract the named entities from Arabic document and then we compare them with 

those in the English document [13, 14]. Figure 12, shows the named entities 

which have been founded in both documents. 

 
Fig. 12. A list of the names entity. 

3- Similar tokens extraction 

In this step, OraLign will locate and extract any similar tokens found in both 

documents. Many of Arabic documents that we considered are a mixture of 

scientific or medical articles. In such documents you will find foreign words 

mainly in Latin, which are written as same as they are in the original documents. 

As an example, Figure 13 shows two similar tokens that appear in bi-text.  
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Fig.13. Similar tokens example. 

After the three previous steps finished, OraLign will remove out all the tokens 

from both token list tables, and the remaining tokens will be moved forward to the 

main procedure of OraLign which is the 3-D approach. In the 3-D procedure there 

will be as many cycles as are needed to align as much as possible tokens in both 

documents. For that reason the token list will be divided depending on the 

token_first value. So all the tokens which are in the first document/sentence will 

be in one group (sub-list) with TF=1, and so on. The tokens in the sub-list will be 

sorted in descending order based on the value of word order column. This step is 

prerequisite for OraLign to start searching and mapping any possible alignment 

tokens. Figure 14 presents an example of how the tokens list is divided to many 

sub-list depending on how many documents are there in the corpus.  

    
Fig.14. List of tokens in sub-list  TF=1 ,TF=2 ,TF=3 and TF=4 

6. Practical alignment process 

After collecting all the information, the system is now ready to begin and build any 

possible alignment link between the appropriate suitable tokens from both 

documents. To develop our algorithms we applied our new method “3-D” 

alignment approach. First, the system removes out all the translation tokens, named 

entities, and similar tokens from both token lists and keeps all the other tokens 

which need to be mapped and link [10]. In our example, the final remaining tokens 

that need to be aligned are 50 tokens after removing 12 translated tokens and 4 

tokens have been linked as named entity “none tokens are in the similar list”. In the 

next section we demonstrate an alignment process for the remaining tokens in 

sentence one (TF=1) as an example of how our algorithm will work. 
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Fig. 15. Tokens tree for TF=1. 
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In this step the system builds a tree in which each token is represented as a circle, 

each token with more than one occurrence is presented as a circle with recursive 

arrow, and each token with occurrence 1 is presented as a simple circle. Any 

circle with arrow –occurrence more than one- can be linked to any other circle as 

father relation, but the simple circle will not be able to connect to any other token 

in the same list. 

STEP 2 

After removing out the matching tokens from step (1) the system will divide the 

tokens in TF=1 to several parts. Each part border will be the removing tokens - 

see Figure 16.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 16. List of tokens in sentence "1" – TF=1. 
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Before building such a tree the system will sort the tokens in descending order 

depending on the token order in the sentence. Then OraLign will start to build the 

first token which has the high order (last word) in the sentence. Figure 15, shows 

the tree and the arrows and also shows the way it is be created. For English text 

the tree and its branches are created from left to right as it is the same in reading 

the English text. On the other side the tree for Arabic document will be created 

from right to left as it is the same when reading Arabic text. After setting up the 

tree for both documents, the system will compare the tokens attributes values 

from up to down depending on the value of TF, TL, TC and then build a link 

between those tokens. If there is any suspicion of ambiguity in the tree caused by 

many tokens having the same values for TF, TL, and TC, the system will pass to 

the next token. When the first cycle is finished the system will divide the sub list 

into many extra lists after removing out the tokens which already have been 

linked to each other in the first rotate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 17. Tokens tree for  TF=1 , Part=1. 
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025 017

STEP 3 

The first divided part of TF=1, will start mapping from up to down and from the 

right side of Arabic tokens to the left side of English tokens as shown in figure 17. 

STEP 4 

In this step a direct link will be build since there is just one token in each side, see 

figure 18. 

 
 

 

 
Fig. 18. Tokens tree for TF=1, Part=2. 

STEP 5 

In the final step for TF=1 as shown in Figure 19, there exist an Arabic token 

which has occurrence value more than one and that token have been linked to 

English token with occurrence value equal to one. In this case the system will 

keep in mind –memory - that Arabic token and move a copy of it to the next 

sentence to try to find any dominated English token in that sentence .   
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Fig. 19. Tokens tree for TF=1, Part=3. 
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TF = 1 alignment outcomes 

 Step 1 output  
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7. The analysis of the OraLign results 

Table 1 and Table 2 present the details about both English and Arabic documents 

respectively. The percentage share of the bilingual dictionary in the alignment 

process was “24%”. While the percentage shares of named entities extractions 

process was “8%” that leaves “68%” for the 3-D share in the whole alignment 

process. OraLign will give more accuracy result when align large number of 

documents.  

Fig.20. Tokens tree for TF=1, step=1 

Fig.21. Tokens tree for TF=1, step=3 

Fig.22. Tokens tree for TF=1, step=4 

Fig.23. Tokens tree for TF=1, step=5 
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Table 1 

Sentence ID "TF" 
Number Of 

Tokens 
Tokens In Startup 

Dictionary 
Named 
Entities 

Remaining Tokens 
Count 

1 18 2 0 16 

2 12 4 4 4 

3 7 1 0 6 

4 8 4 0 4 

5 5 1 0 4 

TOTAL 50 12 4 35 
 

Table 2 

Sentence ID "TF" 
Number Of 

Tokens 
Tokens In Startup 

Dictionary 
Named 
Entities 

Remaining Tokens 
Count 

1 18 2 0 16 

2 10 4 4 2 

3 7 1 0 6 

4 8 4 0 4 

5 5 1 0 4 

TOTAL 48 12 4 32 

8. OraLign evaluation 

For evaluating our method we used two documents, each one a translated version 

of the other. Both documents contain 5 sentences and both of them contain a lot of 

what are called stop words such as "in, on, to, the, this" in the English document 

and "  علا   ,فا   ,ما…" in Arabic. Figures 24 and 25 represent a list of stop words 

that are removed from both documents before running any further steps. 

        

 Fig. 24. English stop words sample.  Fig.25. Arabic stop words sample 
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After removing out the stop words from both documents; the number of remaining 

tokens was 50 for the English document and 48 in the Arabic document. For 

instance the maximum number of links OraLign can build is 50 alignment 

relations (English tokens).  
 Tokens in the start-up dictionary are 12 

 Tokens in the Named Entity list are 4 

 Tokens in the OraLign List are 33 

The final number of tokens in all ways are (49), and the reason for not reaching 

the maximum number of possible link is that one of the English tokens has not 

been linked to any Arabic tokens, which is "ADVISE" see figure 26.  

 
Fig. 26. English tokens not aligned. 

On the other hand, there exists one Arabic token that has been linked with two 

different English words from the English list, which is ('صادم'), and both of them 

are correct, see figure 27: 

 

Fig. 27. Same arabic token linked with two different english tokens. 

Depending on the output of all previously steps we can evaluate our algorithms by 

calculating the Precision, Recall and f-measure (f-score) for checking the accuracy 

and error rate for our method [3, 4].  

Precision and Recall are the most know basic measures to evaluate finding a 

specific relevant item within a huge list of items [3, 4]. In further details recall is 

used to "calculate the ratio of the number of relevant records retrieved to the total 

number of relevant records in the database".  In the other hand precision is used to 

“measure the ratio of number of relevant records retrieved to the total number of 

irrelevant and relevant records retrieved". Both of "Recall" and "Precision" are 

usually expressed as a Percentage. Figure 28, describes "Recall" and "Precision” 

for any information retrieval system in general. 

In our case the total number of records (tokens) is 50. The number of tokens that 

have been linked was 49, and the correct relations were 43. Suppose we present 

our results in suitable variables such as: 

 Number of relevant tokens linked.43 

 Number of relevant tokens not linked. 1 

 Number of irrelevant tokens retrieved.7 
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Fig. 28. Recall and Precision descriptions and Formulas. 

Since we know that 6 of the relations are not correct we can compute and find out 

A, B and C:     

A=49-6  43,   B=50-43 7,    C=49-43 6. 

From the above values we can calculate and compute both Recall and Precision 

respectively: 

 Recall = A/(A+B)  43/(43+7)     86%   

 Precision = A/(A+C)  43/(43+6)   87% 

 
Fig. 29. Recall and Precision chart. 

For more evaluations we can compute the value of f-measure (f-score) which is 

normally used to measure overall "search" accuracy by depending on the 

outcomes of both recall and precision [3]. Formula 1and 2, shows the f_measure 

(f-score) standard formula and it is result. 

 

 

Figure 29 shows the results of Recall, Precision, and F_measure for each 

sentence. 
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9. Conclusion and future works 

In this paper we have introduced a novel method for bi-text alignment at words 

level and this is done depending on 1000 common English words which include 

the stop words.  

Next step was the building of a tool for automatic tokens’ alignment, which was 

described and evaluated.  

This method can be applied to any bilingual set of files (corpus).  

Oracle in general was a perfect option for planning, creating and testing OraLign 

tool. 

Furthermore, Oracle text in particular with its useful utilities gives a massive 

support for information retrieval.  

Since OraLign evaluation results shown an accepted result in terms of Recall, 

Precision and f_measure [3, 9], in next future we will try to maximize accuracy 

ratio by train OraLign with different categories of bi-text. 
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